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MARTHA E. STORTZ

The Courage to Change: Creating
New Hearts with Palmer and Zajonc
I write from the landscape of Lent, where

I lift up the authors’ insights as pieces of

Christians beg for “new hearts.” The same

a new creation. Finally, I examine one of

plea rolls around at the same point in every

the challenges these insights raise for the

liturgical year. Apparently, the beat of last

hearts of educators. A rich array of strat-

year’s hearts goes on. Creating new hearts

egies in the appendix target students—not

takes work, even for God.

their professors. If we educators are to

Educator Parker Palmer and physicist

teach for transformation and integration,

Arthur Zajonc write from the landscape of

how can we teach what we don’t ourselves

higher education. They beg for a “new heart”

know? More positively: what strategies

in higher education; they argue that it draws

might help educators experience the inte-

its life force from educators; they propose to

gration we’re asked to teach?

create new hearts through collegial conversation among educators.
preach: they are in conversation with each other throughout.

Descriptive Analysis: Breaking the
Argument into Pieces

More importantly, they are in conversation with an appendix

A book that commends conversation began with one.

of educators, showcasing experiments in integrative

Long committed to holistic learning, The Fetzer Institute

education at their own institutions. What objectivist

targeted higher education as a crucible for change. In a

pedagogy dubs “name-dropping” here emerges as the

foreword to the book, program officer Mark Nepo identifies

necessary complement to collegial conversation: naming

three elements of “transformational education”: educating

one’s conversation partners. My chief critique is that too

the whole person by integrating the inner life with the

much of the book proceeds in classic academic style,

outer life, actualizing individual and global awakening,

defining terms, delimiting scope, identifying counter-

and participating in compassionate communities. The

arguments and dismissing them point by point, tackling

“urban press of the future” (viii) demands transforma-

potential challenges and dismantling them protest by

tional education, because cities are microcosms of global

protest (compare Stamm).

communities. How can higher education respond?

The authors’ insights illumine. They practice what they

In this review essay, I too return to the old ways of

To address the question, The Fetzer Institute sponsored

academic peer review for a descriptive analysis of the

a conference in 2007, “Uncovering the Heart of Higher

arguments. But then, in a second, appreciative section,
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in an Interconnected World.” Two years in the planning, the

Tutu put it. Living out this interdependence intentionally

conference drew over six hundred educators, administra-

and in conversation creates a whole that is greater than

tors, student life professionals, chaplains, and students

the sum of its parts. Individualism proves to be a myth;

from around the world. Institutional representation ranged

we are the company we keep. Whether they acknowledge

from high school to community colleges to four-year colleges

it or not, the citizen-educator and citizen-student always

to universities. The conference put Parker Palmer and

impact a common good for better or for worse; they’re

Arthur Zajonc in conversation. This book is the issue of

always implicated.

both conference and conversation.
The book presents three chapters by each of the
authors followed by an appendix of individual institutional
experiments in integrative education. However, the book
begins with a shift in language from “transformational
education” to “integrative education,” a step away from
radical to more incremental change. Palmer’s keynote

“Whether they acknowledge it or not, the
citizen-educator and citizen-student always
impact a common good for better or for
worse; they’re always implicated.”

address forms the foundation for the first two chapters.
Making a case for “integrative education,” he employs an
old academic tactic: taking on the critics and dismantling

In a final chapter, Palmer returns to an argument more

their arguments one by one. He identifies five critiques:

reflective of objectivist pedagogy. He takes on those water-

integrative education is a grab-bag of techniques with

cooler and coffee pot conversations among colleagues

no philosophical foundations; it’s too messy; emotions

about why integrative education will never work. We’ve all

have no place in the classroom; academic culture never

heard them, and they throw water over every new idea:

rewards collaboration; and academics and spirituality

“I’m a scholar; not a reformer!” “Even if we wanted to do

don’t mix (chapters 1 and 2). Old ways die hard; the old

this, professors have no power!” “I’m the only one who

heart beats on.

wants to innovate; no one would join me” (131).

Yet, dismantling a traditional “objectivist education,”

To counter these protests, Palmer offers a model for

Palmer presents the philosophical infrastructure for a

fostering conversation. Not surprisingly, it comes from

new model. Integrative education reflects the ontolog-

community organizing, reflecting his training in sociology

ical reality that everything is connected. Further, it is an

and his experience as an organizer. Adopting the work of

epistemological necessity, a pedagogical asset, and an

Marshall Ganz, fellow organizer and lecturer in Public

ethical corrective. “The new sciences” and “the social

Policy at Harvard’s Kennedy School of Government,

field” challenge objectivist assumptions about the nature

Palmer commends a narrative model for “transformative

of being (ontology) and knowing (epistemology) that

conversation.” Participants are invited to tell first “the

undergird traditional learning (pedagogy) and its moral

story of self,” the story of hurts and hopes in a way that

purchase in the lives of students (ethics) (25, 32). “The

helps deepen a commitment to integrity. Then, they relate

new sciences” present the world as a web of relation-

“the story of us,” a narrative that connects personal hurts

ships and dynamic processes rather than a machine that

and hopes to those of others. Finally, the group narrates

can be taken apart and studied. The very presence of an

“the story of now,” a narrative that draws the individual

observer alters what’s being observed. Objectivity proves

and collective hopes into a narrative of action in the

to be a myth. The scientist can never know things as they

present context (compare Ganz). Oddly, Palmer’s chief

“really are”—she’s always implicated.

illustration of the impact of transformative conversation

Similarly, “the social field” emphasizes that humans

comes not from the academy—or the appendix!—but from

are social animals (Aristotle). Not only do we find identity

politics. Camp Obama used Ganz’s strategy to energize

in community, but our very existence depends on the

and train volunteers for the first campaign.

flourishing of others: “I exist because of you,” as Desmond
31

Integrative Synthesis: Out of These
Pieces, a New Creation
Zajonc’s interior chapters form the heart of the book.
Through narrative, example, and anecdote, he demonstrates the transformative impact of integrative education.
He begins with his own story. As a student at the University
of Michigan in Ann Arbor, he could not reconcile his dual
passions for learning, on one hand, and for civic engagement, on the other. The press of the civil rights movement
and the anti-war protests beckoned him beyond the quad.
Divided between activism and study, he presented his
dilemma to a physics professor. The man became a model,
as he shared with this torn student his own struggle to live

began their deliberations with music to create a common
contemplative space? Would that practice move people
from “me” to “we?”
Zajonc’s “story of now” comes out of “the new sciences,”
particularly new developments in physics. As noted, the
method of scientific inquiry alters the phenomena under
investigation; the presence of an observer changes the
experiment. Try as we might, we cannot study a mirror
while ignoring the image reflected back at us. The reflected
image becomes part of the experiment. Further, reality is
not summative, but relational. Synergies between the parts
and the whole, between the observer and the phenomena
observed, combine to create a world.

with integrity as a scholar and a citizen. This is Zajonc’s
“story of me.”
His “story of us” comes decades later, when, in 1997
with five other scientists and the Dalai Lama, he explored
the intersection of Buddhist philosophy and the new
physics at the His Holiness’ residence in Dharamsala,

“Contemplative pedagogy commends the
practice of attention, which demands ‘the time
to look, the patience to hear what the material

India. The experience gave Zajonc a glimpse of what

has to say to you, the openness to let it come

genuine faculty conversation could be, and he has been

to you.’”

on the hunt ever since.
Genuine conversation proves an elusive goal, perhaps
more easily enjoyed outside the academy than within it.
Perhaps the biggest barrier is not external constraint,
but internal fear of stepping outside hard-won areas of
expertise. Zajonc alludes to this in his cautionary words
about interdisciplinary teaching: in itself, it is not necessarily integrative, but sometimes merely “juxtapositional.”
Team-teaching then reduces to “tandem-teaching,” as
each “expert” proffers her expertise on a common topic,
with little engagement among the other experts. Students

Zajonc defers to the framework Palmer introduced
to unpack the implications of this “story of now.” An
ontology of being becomes an ontology of interbeing
because reality is relational. An epistemology of love
seeks not simply to investigate how we know other
objects, but works to behold the other as a subject
whose existence cannot be separated from our own.
Contemplative pedagogy commends the practice of
attention, which demands “the time to look, the patience

are left with multiple perspectives on a problem, but little

to ‘hear what the material has to say to you,’ the openness

sense of how they relate.

to ‘let it come to you.’ Above all, one must have ‘a feeling

After he had so acutely diagnosed the balkanization

for the organism’” (28, quoting Keller 198). Finally, what

within the academy, I expected a story of how a group of

emerges is an ethics of compassion rather than an ethics

faculty members through genuine conversation broke

of rights and duties.

out of their silos of specialization to a corporate “story

Zajonc thereby puts some meat on the conceptual

of us.” But Zajonc supplied instead the story of how one

skeleton that Palmer develops in his initial chapters.

psychology professor at Emory University used music

Absent his contribution, the volume would be a call for

in her classroom to create contemplative space for her

experiential education, with little actual experience

students. It’s a great strategy for students, but what of

involved. It would be a call for integrating mind and heart

their teachers? The sudden shift gave this reader whiplash,

that only scratched the surface; it would be a push for

and left her wondering: what if faculty or departments

bringing theory and practice together, where no one’s
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hands got dirty; it would be an unimaginative call for

Strategy 1: Faculty Formation Groups

imagination. The book begins with theory, continues with

As part of a follow-up grant for a Wabash Mid-Career

the practical reflections of a physicist, and concludes with

Colloquy (2003-2005), I proposed a faculty formation group

an appendix of actual on-the-ground strategies. That old

for my colleagues at Pacific Lutheran Theological Seminary.

heart beats strong.

We’d long been teaching formation groups for our students.
At one point, they were called “Integrative Growth Groups,”

Beyond Conversation

then, simply “Formation Groups.” But every faculty taught
one, and none of us had ever been in one. We’d had several

Language runs in a straight line; experience doesn’t.

new hires; we were in that terminal season of curricular

Neither does integrative education. What would the book

revision; it seemed a propitious time to think together

be like that began, not in the ionosphere with conceptual

about what we were up to in these “Formation Groups.” If

frameworks and counter-arguments, but on the ground,

my follow-up grant had a thesis, it was this: faculty doing

with strategy and story? We might be moved to ask other

formation need to be in formation themselves. All I had to

questions: To change the heart of higher education, what

do is figure out what that looked like.

strategies do we need—and for whom? Whose stories need
to be told?
The strategies in the appendix, whether designed

We committed to meeting for a catered dinner every
month throughout the academic year. Each time, one of
us would open with a “best practice” we’d used in our

for curricular or co-curricular purposes, all target the

own student Formation Group. Then, two faculty would

student. There are some brilliant ones: using music

present “vocational autobiographies,” short 2000-3000

to create a contemplative space for students to enter;

word papers we circulated in advance that explored how

service learning opportunities, some of them suggested

we’d been called to our craft, what the challenges were

by students; civic engagement projects and the unde-

over the course of our calling, what called us still. We

niable contributions they make; study abroad trips that

closed with a common meal.

foster intercultural competence. But if changing the heart

A few brief observations: First, the opening “best

of higher education lies in changing the hearts of its

practices” often took as much time as the discussion of the

educators, what strategies effect that transformation? And

vocational autobiographies. Doing as a faculty the spiritual

until we change the hearts of our educators, they teach an

practices we’d used in our student Formation Groups proved

integrative pedagogy that they have not experienced. How

enormously illuminating. We not only built a catalogue

can we teach what we do not know?

of practices for use with our student groups, but we also
worshiped together in ways that simply didn’t happen during
our community liturgies. To borrow the language of Palmer

“To change the heart of higher education,

and Zajonc, we created a common contemplative space that

what strategies do we need—and for whom?

informed the discussion that followed.

Whose stories need to be told?”

Second, the vocational autobiographies were stunning.
We packed so much care and imagination into them, I
wondered if we were all hungry for the invitation to write
in this more expressive genre. We learned something new

I’m persuaded by Palmer and Zajonc’s arguments and

about colleagues we’d been teaching alongside for years.

illustrations: we reach for a knowing that goes beyond

I can only conclude that teachers who love teaching also

books, articles, or pedagogical strategies. We need

love writing and talking about why they love teaching.

to know integrative education deep in our bones. But

Third, the fact that faculty too were required to attend

again, what are the practices of integrative education for

Formation Group earned us “street cred” among the

educators? Let me give two strategies—with stories!—each

students. They were, of course, enormously curious about

with implications for Lutheran higher education.

what went on in the Faculty Formation Group, but they
33

also took more seriously their own participation in the

faculty. We are giving each other a new language for

whole process of formation. We were all working toward

thinking about what a “practical liberal education” looks

that elusive goal of “integration.” Whatever it was, we

like in the twenty-first century.

were all in it together.
Fourth, the meal was important. It was as extravagant
as budget could support and imagination could conjure.
But eating together, we stepped out of business and
into conviviality.
Finally, along with the work of curricular revision we
undertook at our regularly scheduled faculty meetings, we
faculty reached a point where we were no longer talking
about “my course in the curriculum” but “this course in our
curriculum.” When we noticed the shift in language, we
were all caught up short. We’d broken through from “the
story of me” to “the story of us,” to use the language of
transformational narrative. It was a holy moment.

Strategy 2: The Ignatian Colleagues Program
Several educators working in Jesuit institutions, lay and
religious, young and old, got together a few years ago to
wrestle with a pressing issue: how could they pass on the
charisms of Jesuit education to a generation of faculty,
staff, and administrators who would certainly not all be
Jesuit, probably not even Roman Catholic, possibly not
even Christian? With the encouragement of the Association
of Jesuit Colleagues and Universities (AJCU), an association of the 28 Jesuit colleges and universities in the United
States, they formed the Ignatian Colleagues Program
(ICP), directed by Ed Peck and run out of John Carroll
University (see “About the ICP”).

Transferability to Lutheran Higher Education

The Ignatian Colleagues Program is basically boot

A strategy like this would transplant easily into the soil of

camp for up-and-coming new administrators and faculty

Lutheran higher education. For starters, whatever their

leaders at Jesuit colleges and universities, taking them

religious background, faculty at a Lutheran institution

through mini-Jesuit novitiate. Each institution sends a

are used to talking about teaching as calling rather than

cohort of faculty, staff, and administrators to an opening

simply as a career or a platform for scholarship. It would

cohort, where they are introduced to the charisms of Jesuit

be easy to gather a group of colleagues across the disci-

education and form learning communities that are mixed

plines and around the college and ask each to prepare a

by institution and discipline. These learning communities

brief piece on how they see their craft: what called them to

spend a semester doing on-line course work in the history

teaching, what challenges they encounter along the way,

of Jesuit education and meeting periodically by Skype or

what holds them still.

conference call to check in and discuss assignments.

As for the spirituality component, I know that many of

The next phase of the program involves an immersion

my colleagues at Augsburg College do this in their class-

trip to El Salvador or Nicaragua that is undertaken as

rooms, without calling it a “best practice” and without

pilgrimage and engaged according to an “action-reflection”

thinking of it as “creating contemplative space.” What are

model. (For connections between immersion trips and the

the centering practices we do with our students that we

ancient practice of pilgrimage, see Fullam.) The president of

might profitably share with our colleagues?

the Jesuit University of San Francisco, Fr. Stephen Privett,

Cap the whole discussion with a catered meal, and

identifies the importance of the immersion experience this

you have a Faculty Formation Group. Palmer and Zajonc

way: “The underlying question of higher education today

bring together the sciences and the humanities. At St.

should be: ‘How does what our institutions are doing with

Olaf College, Kaethe Schwehn and DeAne Lagerquist

1 percent of the world who are our students affect the other

brought together faculty and administrators from across

99 percent? What is our role in helping our students be

the liberal arts institution to write a series of essays on

humanly in this world?’” (Privett).

their callings (see Schwehn), even if the authors worked

The next phase of ICP involves doing an eight day retreat

largely on their own. At my institution, the synergy sparks

at a Jesuit retreat center. The retreat typically focuses on

between the liberal arts and the professional studies

the life of Jesus as outlined in The Spiritual Exercises of
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Ignatius Loyola, founder of the Society of Jesus, but the

“always in the process of reforming” (semper reformanda);

program adapts to the individual spiritual orientation. I

a spirit of critical inquiry grounded in the freedom of a

asked the Muslim director of the nursing program at Seattle

Christian; the call to see the other as neighbor, not stranger,

University what she did on her retreat, and she replied: “I

enemy, or Other; and finally, entrance into a world of need

was happy to learn about the life of Jesus.” A Jew teaching

as a “priest” within a “priesthood of all believers”—with the

in the business department at Regis University said he

primary role of a priest as caring for the poor (Stortz). What

worked with his director on the life of Moses. Basically, the

I did not present was a program for inviting a new gener-

flexible format of the Exercises draws on the senses to invite

ation of Lutheran faculty, staff, and administrators into

people to imagine themselves into the life of Jesus, seeing

this unique way of thinking about mission. What might that

the sights, smelling the smells, and so forth. The entire

invitation look like? What would be the Lutheran analogue to

experience encourages busy faculty, staff, and administra-

the Ignatian Colleagues Program?

tors to find a practice of prayer that works for them.
Finally, people from the same institution join together
for an action project that engages with a particular issue
they’ve identified on campus. A group of colleagues at Xavier
University in Cincinnati put together a dictionary for new
faculty and staff, “Do You Speak Ignatian?” The book used wit
and humor to introduce newcomers to the distinctive way of

“What are the charisms of Lutheran higher
education? How do we pass them on to
educators who may not be Lutheran—indeed,
may not even be Christian?”

speaking about Jesuit mission and identity. Another group at
Boston College formed a Task Force for High Financial Need
Students called the Montserrat Project.
Each cohort runs for eighteen months; participants are

We have some of the key pieces already in place: an
annual Vocation of a Lutheran College (VOLC) program

selected and sponsored by their colleges and universities.

targeting key faculty, staff, and administrators that studies

Each new cohort is mentored by on-campus faculty and

a variety of pressing issues through multi-disciplinary

staff from prior cohorts. Not all of the 28 Jesuit colleges

perspectives; a cohort of teaching theologians that meets

and universities in the United States participate, but those

annually, exploring at times the same issues as the VOLC

that do have developed a critical mass of faculty, staff, and

from a distinctively Lutheran theological perspective; and

administrators who understand and value Jesuit mission,

the Lutheran Education Conference of North America

even though they do not necessarily share the Jesuit and

(LECNA), a consortium of 40 colleges and universities in

Catholic identity.

the United States and Canada, similar to the Association of
Jesuit Colleges and Universities (AJCU). We lack neither

Transferability to Lutheran Higher Education
The separation of mission and identity seems important
to faith-based institutions. Faculty and staff can share the
mission of an institution without sharing—or feeling like

the opportunities and venues nor the resources.
Possibly we lack only the imagination—and the desire for
new hearts. But, again, how will we pass on our charisms to
a new millennium that so desperately needs them?

they have to share—the identity (VanZanten). What are the
charisms of Lutheran higher education? How do we pass
them on to educators who may not be Lutheran—indeed,
may not even be Christian?
At the 2009 Vocation of a Lutheran College conference,
I identified what seemed to me four important charisms
of Lutheran higher education: a commitment to flexible,
responsive institutions by virtue of our response to be
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Interfaith Understanding at ELCA Colleges and Universities:
A Working Conference for Campus Cohort Teams
June 1-3, 2014
Augustana College, Rock Island, Illinois invites you to a conference for presidents, students, faculty, and
chaplains at ELCA colleges and universities. The conference will help cohort teams explore and plan for
interfaith engagement on our ELCA campuses.

Speaker and Facilitators:
• Eboo Patel of Interfaith Youth Core and IFYC Staff
• Bishop Elizabeth Eaton, Presiding Bishop of the ELCA
• Kathryn M. Lohre, Executive for Ecumenical and Inter-Religious Relations, ELCA
• Jason A. Mahn, Associate Professor of Religion, Augustana College, and Editor of Intersections
• ELCA College and University Presidents
Each ELCA college or university is invited to send a campus team, including, if possible: 2 students of differing
faith traditions, 1 faculty member, 1 chaplain or campus pastor and an additional administrator or the President.
Due to a generous grant from the ELCA and support from Augustana, program, food, and housing costs will all
be provided.

Register by May 15, 2014
http://www.augustana.edu/student-life/campus-ministries/2014-interfaith-understanding-conference
Questions: Kristen Glass Perez: kristenglassperez@augustana.edu, 309-794-7430
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